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McGriff-Bruton Mathematics and Computer Science Research Internship Report 

Implementing Chaos Melody Theory into Generating Music 

 

This summer, I interned with the Mathematics and Computer Science department of the 

University, under Dr. Stephen Carl. My research was based on experimenting with Elaine 

Walker’s Chaos Melody Theory; I worked to implement the theory in a previously developed 

musical note generating software. 

The note-generating software called GridMusic was created under the supervision of Dr. 

Carl by earlier interns (mainly Nels Oscar C’11). It was written using Processing, a programming 

language and integrated development environment especially suitable for electronic arts and 

visual design. So for this project, I learnt to use Processing. I also gained greater insight into the 

Java programming language as I also used it extensively for the project.  

In her Master’s thesis titled Chaos Melody Theory, Elaine Walker from NYU, defines the 

theory as ―a new type of music theory that is chaotic in origin, and organic and human in 

feeling.‖ This music is produced by the use of a simple mathematical function whose output is 

repeatedly fed back into the input; this results in ―extremely interesting organic melodies,‖ as Dr. 

Walker puts it. She explains, ―this type of algorithmic music is the result of a recursive process 

in which a simple iterative function, such as f(x) = 1 – rx^2, or f(x) = rx(1-x), is used to generate 

a stream of numbers that is scaled and mapped to MIDI note numbers and directly applied to 

the pitch parameter.‖ This is exactly what I tried to achieve in my project this summer—to 

generate musical notes that are derived from the Chaos Melody Theory (CMT). 

To start off the project, I read a paper by George Papadopoulos and Geraint Wiggins 

from the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, titled AI Methods for Algorithmic Composition: A 
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Survey, a Critical View and Future Prospects. This gave me an idea on how my project fits into 

the bigger picture of Artificial Intelligence, and where artificially generated music may take us. 

Then I went on to read Elaine Walker’s thesis, Chaos Melody Theory, which explains in detailed 

mathematics how the numbers generated by her theory has an organic structure, which in turn 

makes the music derived from these numbers pleasant to the ear.  

As my first step to implement this theory, I wrote a Polynomial class (in Java at first, and 

later translated to Processing) to create very simple polynomial functions. I, then, wrote another 

class, CMT_Polynomial, which extends the Polynomial class to create a more specific kind of 

functions, the kind used by the CMT, such as f(x) = 1 – rx^2 and f(x) = rx(1-x) . The class 

included methods to alter the r and x values of the functions so I could experiment with different 

starting values and decide which produced the best results. I used this class in a client that 

created an iterative function, f(x) = 1 - rx^2, and used it in a recursive process where the value 

of r is varied over a range to generate CMT numbers. The client also plotted these numbers 

against r to produce the Bifurcation diagram shown below.  

 

Fig. Bifurcation Diagram for f(x) = 1 - rx^2 
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Elaine Walker’s theory also focuses on CMT achieved from non-linear functions, that is, 

complex transcendental functions. They still use the same iterative method to generate the 

numbers, but require an extra variable in the functions, and each of these functions have a real 

and an imaginary part. Thus, to implement this part of the theory, I wrote a class that creates 

transcendental functions of the form f(x) = e^x(a cos(w) + b sin(w)). I extended this class to 

another class called Complex, which creates transcendental functions with real and imaginary 

components of the forms f(x) = e^x(a cos(w) - b sin(w)) and f(x) = e^x(a cos(w) + b sin(w)), 

respectively. 

Finally, I experimented with an alternate version of the getNext() method present in the 

Sequence class of the GridMusic software. I came up with two different ways to bring the 

numbers generated by the CMT_Polynomial class into the range of the MIDI values (from 1 to 

127). The first method was to take the modulus of 127 for each number generated by the 

function, which is reflected in version 1 in the class below. The second method was to map all 

the values generated by the function into the MIDI range, which is incorporated in version 2. 

These two alternate methods were integrated in an extended class, which is shown below. 

/* 

 * CMT_Sequence - generates expansion pitch sequence 

 *    based on Chaos Melody Theory (CMT) by Elaine Walker 

 *    (see http://www.ziaspace.com/elaine/chaos/ for more) 

 * Result of McGriff-Bruton Summer Internship, 2011 

 * Sabria Farheen, supervised by Dr. Stephen P. Carl 

 * Version v.01 (7/27/2011) 

 */ 

 

class CMT_Sequence extends Sequence { 

 

  // initial value should be played around with 

  double recur = 0.5;   // starting value of x for CMY_Polynomial 

  boolean version2 = true; 

  CMT_Polynomial poly = new CMT_Polynomial (0); 

 

  public CMT_Sequence(int numNotes, int root, int type, 

                                     float try_recur) { 

    super(numNotes, root, type); 

    recur = try_recur; 

http://www.ziaspace.com/elaine/chaos/
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  } 

 

  Note getNextNote() { 

    Note n; 

 

    numNotesGot++; 

 

    if (!version2) { 

      // Sabria v.1 

      float i = 0.01*numNotesGot; 

      recur =  poly.evalCMT (recur, i); 

      int bigRecur = (int) (recur * 1000); 

 

      // result is pitches cascading down to 0, because bigRecur is 

      // falling from 9999 down to inflection point 

      // on the bifurcation graph, then things get (briefly) more 

      // chaotic 

 

      n=new Note(abs(scale.notes[abs(bigRecur%scale.notes.length)]), 

                           duration[abs(currPos%length)]); 

    } 

    else { 

      // Sabria v.2 

      // works only when i < 2, or numNotesGot < 2000, 

      // otherwise min recur goes to infinity 

      float i = (2.0/120)*numNotesGot 

      // magic  number 120 should be EXPLEN, got some results with 

      // 2.0/120*numNotesGot 

      recur =  poly.evalCMT (recur, i); 

      double bigRecur = recur * 10000; 

   if (bigRecur > 9000) bigRecur -= 5000; 

   println(numNotesGot + ": " + bigRecur); 

      bigRecur = bigRecur%10000; // forcing it within +/-10000 

 

      // found the max and min for bigRecur from CMT_Client 

      int mapRecur = (int) map((int) bigRecur, -10000, 10000, 1, 127); 

 

      n = new Note (mapRecur, duration[abs(currPos%length)]); 

    } 

 

    return n; 

  } 

} 

The class requires some more experimentation to reach the most desirable results, that 

is, to generate the most pleasant music, but the implementation of the linear form of the Chaos 

Melody Theory is complete in the class above. 
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I worked very closely with Dr. Stephen Carl on the project. We talked in detail about my 

tasks and brainstormed various ideas on how to implement each part of the project. Dr. Carl 

also helped correct and refine my code at each step, which made the project’s progress smooth. 

It also allowed me to think clearly, and in a directed fashion. I acquired numerous programming 

skills by working on this project, including learning a new programming language, Processing. 

The final result of my work, even though not the most refined, was a pleasure to listen to 

because I knew exactly how the music was being generated—to have my mathematical work 

transformed into music was definitely an exciting experience.     
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Work cited: 

Chaos Melody Theory, by Elaine Walker 

Visit the link below for more details: 

http://www.ziaspace.com/elaine/chaos/ChaosMelodyTheory.pdf 

 

http://www.ziaspace.com/elaine/chaos/ChaosMelodyTheory.pdf

